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Abstract
Plastic parts such as smart cellphones are becoming more compact and variable than before. The structures of injection molds,
that produce those plastic parts, also become more compact and complex correspondingly. With the restriction of the cutter radius
and feeding direction, the conventional milling process usually fails to process such variable structures of injection molds, and the
electric discharge machining (EDM) electrodes are always employed in these cases. Although specific commercial CAD/CAM
software for injection mold application is widely used in electrode design, large amounts of human–computer interactions are still
needed. Thus, there is still room for improvement in the EDM electrode design. This paper presents a systematic methodology
which includes uncut detection in the injection mold and automation of EDM electrode design. A toolpath simulation method is
proposed to check all the faces of an injection mold to find the uncut regions that cannot be processed by all the cutters. Then,
each uncut region is recursively split into sub-regions to construct an electrode with a set of CADmodeling operations. Based on
diverse shapes of the sub-regions, two geometry operation methods, extruding method and cutting method, are employed to
generate electrode tips. Case studies and industrial applications have demonstrated the algorithm’s powerful ability in handling
complex structures of injection mold, and the efficiency for EDM electrodes design could be improved by 70% at least.

Keywords DieandmoldCAD .Uncut regiondetection .Toolpathsimulationmethod .EDMelectrodedesign .Designautomation

1 Introduction

Injection molding parts have been widely used in aerospace,
automobile, and consumer products due to the lower cost [1].
On the other hand, those parts are becoming more compact in
size and intricate in shape. The injection molds, which pro-
duce these plastic parts, are also becoming more variable cor-
respondingly.With the restriction of the cutter radius and feed-
ing direction, the conventional milling process is not good at
machining such delicate regions containing sharp corners [2,
3], hereinafter referred to as “uncut region.” Therefore, EDM
is nowmore frequently used in the injection moldmanufactur-
ing process because of its power ability in processing such
variable structures [4, 5].

However, EDM needs extra design and machining of elec-
trodes, which is a delicate, time-consuming, and error-prone

work. For example, over 100 sets of electrodes are required to
manufacture a single mold of a mobile phone cover [6].
Actually, the cost and time consumption in the mold machining
by EDM are mainly the design and manufacture of electrodes,
accounting for over 50% of the total machining cost [7].

Usually, the EDM engineers find the uncut regions manu-
ally and design electrodes with a lot of human–computer in-
teractions. The experiences of EDM engineers play an impor-
tant role in the processing of uncut region detection and elec-
trode design. Therefore, for the above typical product, roughly
80 h are spent on the electrode design process [8], which is
becoming the bottleneck in improving production efficiency
and reducing lead time. Currently, in spite of the widespread
use of the CAD/CAM software and the customized software
for electrode design in the mold design and manufacture [9],
due to the delicate and complex structures of injection molds,
the electrodes are generated manually that could result in bad
results. For instance, many uncut regions are ignored without
generating electrodes, or the created electrode is difficult to be
machined.

This paper proposes a new approach for uncut detection
and automatic design of EDM electrodes, in which a toolpath
simulation method that supports the automation of uncut
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detection, and two computer-aided geometric modeling
methods for generating electrode tips are addressed.

2 Previous work

Various aspects of the automation of the design and
manufacturing of plastic injection molds have been studied.
The determination of the parting direction and the design of
the parting surface and parting line are the major tasks in the
early stages of the mold design process. Quang and Lin [10]
proposed a new slicing approach that uses multiple sets of
cutting planes to automatically determine parting lines. The
orbital motion of the electrode makes the cavity dimension in
the workpiece deviate from the design objective. Recently, the
electrode compensation techniques are studied to solve the
problem. Wang et al. [11] presented the non-uniform offset
method to modify the geometric shape of a free-form elec-
trode to eliminate the effects of electrode orbiting. Not only
did Sriani et al. [12] adjust the electrode for machining overcut
but also the electrode has been considered for the chosen orbit
motion into geometry design. Lo and Jiang [13] proposed an
electrode compensation technique according to the envelope
theory to eliminate deviation errors. In addition, the integra-
tion of CAD/CAPP/CAM is the development trend for elec-
trodes. Ma et al. [9] presented a feature-based integration ap-
proach of CAD/CAPP/CAM, and a system with multi-layer
features has been realized.

Though the EDM process has been studied extensively,
very limited work has been carried out on the geometric de-
sign of EDM electrodes or the automation of the design pro-
cess. Ding et al. [14, 15] proposed an approach to detect the
sharp corner on mold which should be processed with EDM,
and automate the design of electrodes. But the method cannot
detect all the uncut regions and also failed to deal with the
problem of leftovers after EDM (as addressed in Sect. 5).
Mahajan et al. [16] investigated the principles of designing a
knowledge-based system for automated EDM electrode

design. Lee and Li [8] developed a geometric algorithm that
can split a single electrode into multiple electrodes automati-
cally to avoid machinability problems, in which the problem
of leftovers was also taken into account for the first time.
However, this method cannot overcome the disadvantage of
most hint-based approaches; that is, it is not efficient enough
for complex parts.

Zhou and Zhang [17] proposed a volume decomposed-
based algorithm to automate the electrode splitting and generate
electrode CAD models. But the algorithm assumed that the
uncut regions have been detected in advance. Geng and Liu
[18] proposed an approach to extract the machining feature of
the region containing internal sharp points and to construct
electrodes based on the features. But this method did not take
the uncut region’s size into consideration; therefore, the gener-
ated electrodes sometimes are too large to be machined (as
addressed in Sect. 4.3). In the interference detection, Lee et al.
[19] detected the interference regions by means of curve offset.
Ding et al. [20] proposed a method to detect local interference
and global interference in 3-axis mold machining. Review of
related literature reveals that there is still room for improvement
in the process of uncut detection and electrode design.

3 Methodology of uncut detection
and electrode design

Usually, a mold is first machined by the 3-axis milling center,
and then the area that cannot bemachined by any cutter will be
processed by EDM. In other words, EDM is used to process
the regions which cannot be machined by the milling cutter.
Based on this fact, a toolpath simulation method is proposed
to simulate the tool machining process and detect the uncut
regions. The prerequisite for the method is that the invert
surfaces of a mold are ignored (as addressed in Sect. 4). To
detect the uncut regions, a mold is first sectioned with a set of
paralleled planes. For any layer of section curves, the uncut
segments will be detected. Therefore, the problem of uncut

Fig. 1 Methodology of uncut
detection and electrode design
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detection on a 3D model is innovatively converted into a 2D
problem, thus reducing the enormous computational burden.

As the cutter’s type and diameter differ, the uncut regions
change accordingly. The intersections of all the uncut regions
with different cutters can be recognized as the uncut regions of
the mold. In fact, the uncut detection with a flat-end cutter is
more effective than detection with a ball-end cutter. Therefore,
the flat-end cutter is used to detect uncut regions first. The
uncut regions, which cannot be machined by the flat-end cut-
ter, are detected with the ball-end cutter.

After uncut detection, all the uncut regions are isolated on
the surfaces of the injection mold. Usually, one electrode can
be generated for one uncut region. However, inmost cases, the
electrode itself may also be difficult to be machined for the
existence of sharp corners or concave edges if three-axis ma-
chining is used. If the electrode generated for an uncut region
is machinable, then this uncut region is called a valid region,
otherwise an invalid region. Thus, the region containing con-
vex edges is invalid, otherwise valid. The convex edges in the
uncut region are called H-edges [8]. Lee and Li proposed the
H-edge-based algorithm to split the invalid uncut region into
several sub-regions recursively until all the uncut sub-regions
are valid. In the H-edge-based algorithm, the more H-edges
there are, the more time-consuming the splitting process is. In
Lee and Li’s opinion, a surface on a mold can only be marked
as a machinable surface, or uncut, surface. The surface, which
contains both uncut region and machinable region, is also
marked as uncut. That makes the huge increase in the number
of uncut regions and H-edges. This paper improves the H-
edge-based algorithm proposed by Lee and Li. In the toolpath
simulation method, the uncut regions are detected more pre-
cisely. A surface can be divided into the uncut region and

machinable region, which can reduce the uncut area and H-
edges, thus simplifying the splitting process.

A qualified electrode must be machinable, and the
discharging area on it must be bigger than the corresponding
uncut region in order to avoid the problem of leftovers (as
addressed in Sect. 5). Two geometry operation methods for
generating qualified electrode tips, extruding the uncut region
or using the uncut region to cut the bounding box, are pro-
posed based on the shape of each uncut region. The two
methods are adaptable for all kinds of uncut regions; further-
more, the designing process is rapid and automated, without
human–computer interactions.

Before detection, the invert faces are recognized and ex-
cluded in the following steps. There is still no need to design
electrodes to process those faces, and the invert faces are usu-
ally machined after rotation of mold or with the help of a
sliding block. Then, the mold without invert faces are sec-
tioned with a set of paralleled planes, and a set of layers of
section curves are generated. Thus, the 3D uncut area detec-
tion problem is converted into 2D uncut segment detection,
which reduces the difficulty of detection. The next step will
detect the uncut segments on each layer of section curves with
the flat-end cutter and ball-end cutter, which simulates the
process of cutter machining. All the 2D uncut segments can

Fig. 2 Illustration of the
methodology

Fig. 4 a Flat-end cutter, b ball-end cutter, and c nose-end cutterFig. 3 The invert surfaces of mold
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be used to represent the uncut regions of the mold. The uncut
regions detected with this method are smaller than the uncut
area detected on Lee and Li’s method; on the other hand, the
count of H-edges in the uncut regions can be reduced. Then,
the invalid uncut regions will be split recursively until all the
sub-regions are valid. Lastly, each electrode will be generated
for each valid sub-region. The proposed methodology for un-
cut detection and automation of electrode design is illustrated
in Fig. 1, and the result of each step is shown in Fig. 2. The
input is the CAD model of a mold and three-axis milling
cutters, then qualified electrodes will be generated as the out-
put. Further details and key issues about these steps are
discussed in the following sections.

4 Uncut detection for electrode design

This section focuses on the problem of how to detect uncut
regions automatically. For the sake of explanation, it is

assumed without loss of generality that the machining direc-
tion of the EDM process is along the z direction. If the angle
between the normal vector of any point on the surface and z
direction is less than 90°, this surface is called an invert
surface as shown in Fig. 3, which cannot be machined by a
3-axis milling machine directly. Therefore, all the invert sur-
faces should be ignored before uncut detection. In fact, those
invert surfaces usually are processed after rotation of the mold
or with the help of a sliding block.

Due to the difference in shape and use, cutters can be cat-
egorized into three types: ball-end cutter, nose-end cutter, and
flat-end cutter as shown in Fig. 4. If a profile cannot be ma-
chined by either flat-end or ball-end cutter, it cannot be ma-
chined by any other kinds of cutters [6]. Therefore, only the
flat-end cutter and ball-end cutter are used to detect uncut
regions in this paper.

4.1 Uncut detection with the flat-end cutter
by the toolpath simulation method

When a point is processed by the flat-end cutter, the center of
the cutter’s bottom is located on the horizontal component of
the normal vector at this point as shown in Fig. 5.

Theorem 1 For a mold without invert surfaces, the necessary
and sufficient condition for the existence of the uncut region of
the flat-end cutter is that the bottom edge of the flat-end cutter
intersects with the mold.

Proof Consider the case where the uncut regions exist. For the
processed point A as shown in Fig. 6 a, the flat-end cutter can
intersect with the mold. For any point P in the interference
body, the point Q is the projection of P to the bottom face of
the flat-end cutter as shown in Fig. 6 a, and the point Q′ is the
projection of P′ to the bottom face of the flat-end cutter as

Fig. 6 a A mold without invert surface. b A mold with invert surface

Fig. 5 Working process of the flat-end cutter
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shown in Fig. 6 b. If the bottom edge of the flat-end cutter
cannot intersect with the mold as shown in Fig. 6 b, the point
Q′ is outside of the mold. It means that the invert surface exists
on the mold which obeys the precondition. As a consequence,
the bottom edge of the flat-end cutter must intersect with the
mold. The sufficiency can be proved.

If the bottom edge of a flat-end cutter intersects with the
mold, thus, this flat-end cutter can intersect with the mold.
That is, the uncut region exists. The necessity can be proved.

In the first step of the toolpath simulation method, the mold
as shown in Fig. 7 a is sectioned with a set of paralleled planes,
and one layer of section curves is illustrated in Fig. 7 b.
According to Theorem 1, the bottom edge of a flat-end cutter
can be employed to detect uncut segments in those section
curves. Practice has proved that those uncut segments could
be used to locate the uncut regions, as long as the gap dis-
tances between these section planes are smaller than the radius

of that cutter. The detected uncut segments vary with the di-
mension of flat-end cutters. The smaller the radius of the cutter
is, the smaller the uncut regions are. Therefore, only that flat-
end cutter, whose radius is the smallest in the cutter library, is
employed to detect the uncut segments.

When a point of the detected curve is processed by the
bottom edge of the flat-end cutter, the interference between
the bottom edge and the detected curve itself is called self-
interference as shown in Fig. 8a; otherwise, the interference
between the bottom edge and other section curves are called
other-interference as shown in Fig. 8b. The uncut segments
resulted from the self-interference should be detected first;
otherwise, the uncut detection with other interference may
result in bad consequence (as addressed in Sect. 4.1.2). The
curve offset method is an effective way to detect self-interfer-
ence, but it cannot handle the other-interference. In the other-
interference, the detection is handled in two steps. All the

Fig. 7 a Mold to detect uncut regions. b One layer of section curves

Fig. 8 a Detect uncut segments resulted from self-interference. b Detect uncut segments resulted from other-interference
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section curves containing uncut segments will be found in the
first step. Then, how other curves can influence that machin-
ability of the detected curve will be figured out, and the uncut
segments on it are found. The procedure of uncut detection
with the flat-end cutter is illustrated in Fig. 9.

4.1.1 Uncut detection in the self-interference

In the detecting process, the self-interference can be classified
into two types: local and global interference. In 2D curves, the
local interference occurs if and only if the maximum curvature
value of the detected curve is bigger than that of the cutter [20,
21]. Otherwise, when the minimum distance from the offset
curve to the detected curve is less than the radius of the cutter,
the global interference occurs.

The curve offset method, an efficient way to detect either
local or global interference, is applied into this method. The
offset of a section curve, whose offset distance is equal to the
radius of the flat-end cutter, is the trajectory of the cutter cen-
ter. The self-intersection of an offset curve indicates that the
uncut segment which resulted from self-interference exists.
The segments of offset curves, whose minimum distances to

the detected curve are less than the radius of the cutter, will be
identified. Thus, the segments on the section curves, which are
the correspondent segments of those identified segments, will
be marked as uncut segments. When the local interference
occurs, the uncut segments are as illustrated in Fig. 10 a, and
Fig. 10 b shows the uncut segments when global interference
occurs. In this way, the uncut segments caused by the self-
interference can be detected. The method for fast calculation
of the minimum distance between two 2D curves will be in-
troduced in the next step.

4.1.2 Uncut detection in the other-interference

Finding all the curves containing uncut segments resulted
from other-interference When a 2D curve is processed by a
flat-end cutter, the trajectory of the bottom edge of the cutter is
as shown in Fig. 11a. The outline of the trajectory is called the
P-region of that curve (short for processing region). The P-
region of a curve usually consists of four curves: the processed
curve, its offset curve whose offset distance equals to the
cutter diameter, and two semi-circles to make it enclosed.

Fig. 10 a Local interference. b Global interference

Fig. 9 Procedure of uncut
detection with the flat-end cutter
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The P-region of a curve can help to distinguish whether this
curve contains uncut segments resulted from other-interfer-
ence. Obviously, if the P-region of a particular curve intersects
with other section curves, that curve contains uncut segments
that resulted from other-interference. Consider curve C in
Fig. 11b as example. There are four interferential curves (red
color) intersecting with the P-region of curve C; thus, these
four curves can result in uncut segments on curve C. In this
way, all the curves containing uncut segments can be detected.
For one section curve, the interferential curves will also be

marked. In the next step, the uncut segments resulted from
each interferential curve will be marked.

In the toolpath simulation method, P-regions of all the sec-
tion curves will not actually be created due to the enormous
computation burden. The step of creating the P-region is re-
placed by an algorithm called Minimum-distance algorithm.
This algorithm can judge whether the minimum distance be-
tween two curves is less than the radius of the cutter. Let curve
C0 and curve C1 be the two curves in a layer of the section
curves, and Rf be the radius of the flat-end cutter. The main
motivation of the minimum-distance algorithm comes from
that if C0 can intersect with the P-region of C1, then the

Fig. 11 a P-region of the processed curve. b Interferential curves of curve C

Fig. 12 Minimum-distance algorithm: a the division of both curves; b
ellipse generated according to each segment; c quick location of the
segments whose minimum distance may be less than R; d sampling
segments to verify if their minimum distance is less than R or not Fig. 13 Minimum-distance algorithm
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minimum distance between C0 and the offset ofC1 is less than
the radius of the flat-end cutter.

It is common sense to sample both curves into a large num-
ber of points, respectively, then the minimum distance between
two groups of points can be used as a good approximate to the
minimum distance between these two curves. It is computation-
ally very expensive to calculate the minimum distances among
the huge number of curves. The Minimum-distance algorithm
divides both curves into several segments, and the minimum
distance between any two segments on different curves can be
calculated fast, thus improving the efficiency.

In the Minimum-distance algorithm, a curve with the
length L is divided into n segments with the same length, and

n ¼ L
R f

� �
ð1Þ

⌈⌉ denotes the ceiling operator. After division, the distance
of two end points of each segment is less than Rf as shown in
Fig. 12 a. Let the two endpoints of each segment be the two
focal points of an ellipse, and Rf be the length of this ellipse
principal axis as shown in Fig. 12 b. The segment must be
within its corresponding ellipse. For any pair of segments on
different curves, if the minimum distance of their correspond-
ing ellipses is larger than Rf, the P-region of each segment will
not intersect. Thus, only those pairs of segments as shown in
Fig. 12c (red color), whose minimum distances of their corre-
sponding ellipses are less than Rf, will be used to verify if their
minimum distance is less than Rf or not. Those pairs of seg-
ments will be sampled uniformly into two sets of points, and
the minimum distance between the two sets of points will be
verified if their P-regions intersect, as shown in Fig. 12d (red
color).

Fig. 14 a I-region of a section curve C. b Critical points of two I-regions

Fig. 15 a I-regions of interferential curves. b Uncut segments caused by curve C
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Thus, the Minimum-distance algorithm can be used to ef-
fectively check if the minimum distance between two curves
is less than Rf or not, on account that it is much easier to
calculate the minimum distance of two ellipses. The
Minimum-distance algorithm is fast and precisely. The proce-
dure of the Minimum-distance algorithm is summarized in
Fig. 13.

Divide the detected curves and mark uncut segments on
them How other curves influence the machinability of the
detected curve should be figured out. For any detected curve,
there must exist a region. Once the cutter’s bottom center is
located in that region, the cutter will intersect with that detect-
ed curve. The region is called I-region (abbreviation for inter-
ferential region) of that curve, and the boundaries of I-region
can be expressed as

d tð Þ ¼ d0 tð Þ � N 0 tð Þ•R
jP!−P!0j ¼ R

jP!−P!1j ¼ R

8><
>: ð2Þ

where N′(t), P0, and P1 are the normal vector, start point,
and end point of a section curve d0(t) respectively. Take curve
C in Fig. 14 a as example. The I-region of curve C is different
from the P-region of a section curve illustrated in Fig. 11 a.
The self-intersection of an offset curve usually results in the
failure of generation of P-region and I-region, and this is why
self-interference should be detected first.

The crossing point of I-regions of two curves, called criti-
cal point, has the same distances to the two curves. Those
critical points inside the mold are ignored of course.
Consider the case in Fig. 14b; the I-regions of curve C and
curve D have two critical points, and these two critical points
can divide the curve C into three segments. Obviously, the
middle segment (red color) is uncut. In this way, all the uncut
segments can be detected.

Consider the curve C shown in Fig. 14 as instance. The
section curve C has four interferential curves I0, I1, I2, and I3.
Figure 15 a shows that the I-regions of curve I0, I1, I2, and I3
have five crossing points with the I-region of curve C.
Therefore, curve C is divided into six segments. When the
segments 2, 3, 4, and 6 are processed, the interferences will
occur; therefore, the segments 2, 3, 4, and 6 are marked as
uncut as shown in Fig. 15b.

In the same way, all the uncut segments can be detected.
Consider the case in Fig. 16. There are five uncut regions on
the mold. Obviously, the uncut region A can be machined by
the ball-end cutter. This problemwill be discussed in Sect. 4.2.

4.2 Uncut detection with the ball-end cutter

4.2.1 Theorems on uncut detection with the ball-end cutter

Theorem 2 Surface r is free of local interference, and ri rep-
resents all surfaces around r; r and ri are C

0, piecewise C2. If
all points on the boundaries of surface r do not interfere with
surface ri, then none of the points on surface r interferes with
surface ri.

Proof This theorem has been proved. For a comprehensive
review, the readers may refer to reference [21] for details.

Theorem 3 For a mold without invert surfaces, the necessary
and sufficient condition for existence of uncut area of ball-end
cutter is that the spherical surface of the ball-end cutter inter-
sects with the mold.

Proof This theorem is similar to Theorem 1, and the readers
may refer to Sect. 4.1.

Fig. 17 Uncut regions detected by the flat-end cutter and the ball-end
cutter

Fig. 16 Uncut regions detected with the flat-end cutter
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4.2.2 Process of uncut detection with the ball-end cutter

Those uncut regions detected with the flat-end cutter will be
checked whether they can be machined by ball-end cutter.
With Theorem 2, if all points on the boundary of surface r
are machinable and do not interfere with surface ri, no point
on surface r interferes with surface ri, regardless of whether
there is a local interference region inside surface ri. Therefore,
the interference between the cutter and mold can be detected
with the surface boundaries [21].

There is no need to detect every face in the uncut region.
The surfaces, whose maximum curvature is bigger than that of
the ball-end cutter, are called curved faces. Obviously, only
the curved faces in the uncut regions need to be detected.

In uncut detection with the ball-end cutter, the bound-
aries of the curved face are sampled first. According to
Theorem 3, when a point is processed by a ball-end cutter
only if the spherical face of the ball-end cutter does not
interfere with the mold, the point is machinable, otherwise
unmachinable. Therefore, the cutter center point P is cal-
culated at each sampled point, and the minimum distance
between point P and all the other surfaces of mold is
calculated. If all the sampled points are machinable, the
curved surface is machinable; therefore, it is removed
from the uncut regions. If not, the curved surface is still
uncut. Consider the mold in Fig. 16. After detection with
the ball-end cutter, the final uncut regions are shown in
Fig. 17.

Fig. 19 a Uncut region detected in the toolpath simulation method. b Uncut region detected by the H-edge-based algorithm

Fig. 18 a H-edges in the uncut regions. b The H-edges are used to form a curve chain to split invalid region into valid sub-regions
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4.3 Automatic division of uncut regions

After uncut detection with the flat-end cutter and ball-end
cutter, the uncut regions of a mold are presented as many
scattered pieces. Theoretically, each region should design an
electrode to process this uncut region. In most cases, the elec-
trode itself is not machinable for the existence of sharp corners
or concave edges. It is common practice to split the uncut
region into sub-regions until all the electrodes designed for
the sub-regions are machinable.

Two methods are usually employed to split uncut regions.
Zhou et al. [21] split the uncut regions based on volume de-
composition. The volume decomposed-based algorithm em-
ploys the planes to divide the uncut regions; therefore, it is
not good at handling with those uncut regions containing
curved surfaces. Another method, the H-edge-based splitting
algorithm proposed by Lee et al. [8], is more flexible in the
splitting process.

The uncut region in Lee’s opinion is a set of faces such that
(i) at least one face fe in R requires EDM and (ii) for any faces
fi in R, there exists at least one other face fj in R that shares a

concave edge with fi. The convex edges causing machining
problems in the uncut region are called H-edges as shown in
Fig. 18 a. The H-edges are used to form a curve chain to divide
the invalid region into valid sub-regions as shown in Fig. 18 b,
and thus to design electrode tips.

The H-edge-based algorithm is powerful to split the uncut
regions precisely. This paper also employs the algorithm, but
improves it in several aspects.

(1) In the H-edge-based algorithm, the faces in the uncut
regions can only be classified into two types: the whole
face can be processed and the whole face cannot be proc-
essed. Those faces, part of which can be processed, are
recognized that the whole face can be processed, thus
increasing the uncut area and count of H-edges. A huge
number of H-edges makes it complicated to form the s-
chain so that the algorithm is not efficient in some cases.
In the toolpath simulation method, the uncut regions are
more accurate and smaller; thus, the count of H-edges is
reduced and the splitting process is also much easier.
Consider the example shown in Fig. 19. The uncut area

Fig. 21 a Normal size uncut
region and electrodes. b Oversize
electrodes designed by the H-
edge-based algorithm. c
Electrodes designed by the
toolpath simulation method

Fig. 20 The reduction of H-edges
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(blue area) in Fig. 19a, detected by the flat-end cutter
with the toolpath simulation method, is smaller than the
uncut area (blue area) in Fig. 19b, which is detected by
the H-edge-based algorithm. There are no H-edges in
Fig. 19a, but four H-edges in Fig. 19b. The decrease in
H-edges shows the high efficiency of the toolpath simu-
lation method.

(2) Actually, a set of concave edges on the electrodes
could be processed by wire EDM, such that (i) the
profile of the edge is a horizontal line and (ii) the
adjacent faces of the edge both are planes. The corre-
sponding convex edges in the uncut regions are no
longer H-edges in the toolpath simulation method,
thus reducing the count of H-edges. Consider the case
in Fig. 20a. There are six H-edges in the uncut region,

but four H-edges meet the conditions above and they
need to be rejected. Figure 20b shows the splitting
process of six H-edges, and Fig. 20c shows the split-
ting process of 2 H-edges. The splitting process of 6
H-edges is much more complex than the splitting pro-
cess of two H-edges.

(3) The common problem in Lee and Zhou’s method is
that the size of electrodes usually is too bigger to be
used. In their opinions, nomatter how big the size of an
uncut region is, if only the shape of the region is kept,
the division of that region is in the same way. This is
because the splitting process proposed by them did not
take the size of the uncut region into consideration.
Consider the uncut region in Fig. 21 a, the size of the
uncut region and electrodes is normal. But if the uncut
region is enlarged in Fig. 21 b, the electrodes designed
by the H-edge-based algorithm are too large to be ma-
chined. On the contrary, the uncut regions detected
with the toolpath simulation method are rather reason-
able as shown in Fig. 21 c. This is because the uncut
regions are detected more precisely.

5 Design electrodes for uncut sub-regions

A solid model of the electrode for each valid sub-region is
constructed by a set of CAD modeling operations. There are
two problems needed to be solved in order to generate a qual-
ified electrode. Firstly, if the discharging faces of the electrode
are exactly the same as the sub-region, the electrode is unqual-
ified for the leftovers as shown in Fig. 22 a. In order to avoid the
problem, the marginal discharging faces on the electrode must
be bigger than the corresponding faces on the mold as shown in
Fig. 22b. Secondly, the existence of partial faces in sub-regions

Fig. 22 a Problem of leftovers. b Electrode refinement

Fig. 23 Partial face is uncut
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will make it hard to generate an appropriate electrode as shown
in Fig. 23. In order to solve the two problems, two different
ways to generate electrodes are specially introduced for certain
instances, called as extruding method and cutting method.

5.1 Extruding method for generating electrode tips

For the sub-region excluding partial faces of the mold, the
extruding method is appropriate to generate the electrode. In

the extruding method, the region boundary of an uncut region
is first projected onto a plane above the region along the z
direction to form the projected boundary as shown in
Fig. 24a. The projected boundary is extruded along -z to form
a solid body so that all of the faces in the region are included in
the solid body. The solid body is then trimmed by the region to
form the electrode illustrated in Fig. 24b. For overcoming the
problem of leftovers, the adjacent faces of the top face need to
be extended to the top of the electrode illustrated in Fig. 24 c

Fig. 25 Process of the cutting method

Fig. 24 Process of extruding method: a project boundaries, b trim-extruding feature, c find face to extend, d extend faces to the top of the electrode tip
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and d. This method can solve the problem of leftovers, and the
physical electrodes generated for the EDM process are
qualified.

5.2 Cutting method for generating electrode tips

In most cases, the uncut sub-region contains partial faces.
Therefore, the exact boundary of the uncut sub-region is hard
to be generated and the extruding method cannot work well.
Thus, the cutting method for the design electrode tip is devel-
oped to avoid the generation of project curves.

In this approach, the minimum bounding box of the uncut
region is created; what is more, each face of the bounding box
will be offset out a certain value to avoid the problem of
leftovers. The bounding box will be trimmed by all the en-
larged faces in the uncut region. The process is as shown in
Fig. 25.

5.3 Electrode refinement and holder generation

In addition to the toolpath simulation algorithm for uncut de-
tection and the electrode tip designing algorithm, an electrode

refinement method is also implemented to guarantee the pro-
motion of the quality of physical electrodes. The refinement
method of combining two electrodes is introduced. As known,
the clamping of electrodes will lead to location errors. This
electrode refinement method combines two or more electrode
tips together, and those electrode tips can process the mold for
just one time, thus eliminating the location errors and improv-
ing the machining precision. But only those electrodes, whose
shapes and sizes are totally the same, can be combined. The
example in Fig. 26 can illustrate the process of this refinement.

The electrode holder is used to hold the electrode tip during
CNC and EDM machining. Standard-sized electrode holders
should be used whenever possible; thus, standard fixtures can
be used, which will greatly reduce the setting time in CNC and
EDM. A library containing standard-sized electrode holders is
constructed in this module. The electrode holder is positioned
at the top of the electrode tip, while the center coincides with
each other in the X and Y directions. Two or more electrode
tips should share the common holder on condition that the
minimum distance is within certain limits as shown in
Fig. 27. The certain limits are usually defined by the
industries.

Fig. 27 Five electrode tips share the same holder

Fig. 26 The combination of two electrodes
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6 System implementation and case study

The proposed techniques for the uncut detection and auto-
mation of the electrode design are implemented as an in-
telligent CAD system using the C ++ programming lan-
guage and are built as dll files. The intelligent system is
integrated with the Unigraphics NX 10.0 system through
its NX OPEN C++ Interface. The input to the intelligent
system includes a geometric model of a mold, the library of
cutters, and the directions for EDM operation. The outputs
of the intelligent system are the electrodes and uncut seg-
ments in the Unigraphics NX 10.0 system, and thus, the
electrodes can be used in the manufacture of electrodes in
the following steps.

The intelligent CAD system consists of the 6 tools, and the
menu of the system is shown in Fig. 28: (1) Set datum coor-
dinate system for mold (work piece). (2) Uncut detection.
After the types and radii of cutters are specified, the toolpath
simulation algorithm is then invoked to section the mold and
searches for the uncut regions. All the uncut segments marked
in red color are illustrated as shown in Fig. 29 a. (3) Split uncut
regions. In all the scattered uncut regions, the H-edges in the
scattered uncut regions are detected and the curve chains are
formed to divide those uncut regions. (4) Design electrode
tips. Two methods are employed to design electrode tips au-
tomatically as shown in Fig. 29 b. (5) Add holders. The elec-
trode tips, which match the conditions about distance and
shape, will share the same holder. The typical electrodes are

Fig. 29 a Mold to detect uncut
regions. b All the section curves
with uncut segments. c The
electrode tools generated from the
uncut sub-regions. d All the
electrodes with a holder

Fig. 28 Menu and interface of the
intelligent CAD system
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shown in Fig. 29 c. (6) Information management. After all, the
information will be added into each electrode in forms of
attributes for the following step of machining of electrodes.

The intelligent CAD system has been tested with 200 real
design cases to verify its ability to address common geome-
tries in the electrode design. A case study is presented to
illustrate the major steps of the toolpath simulation method
and evaluate the performance of the intelligent CAD system.

The performance of the design process is evaluated in
terms of the time spent on the entire design process. An aver-
age engineer is asked to design electrodes with NX 10.0; in the
meantime, another average engineer employs the intelligent
CAD system to design the same electrodes. The performance
data of these two engineers are shown in Table 1. The time
spent can be divided into four parts: time to detect uncut re-
gions, time to design electrodes, time to check the uncut re-
gions where design electrodes are forgotten, and time to refine
electrodes. Although most electrodes are implemented in the
intelligent tool, the engineers may want to combine the elec-
trodes or improve the quality of electrodes.

As shown in the last column of Table 1, the savings obtain-
ed by the intelligent CAD system can reach up to 73.5%, even
to 91.8% when only the manual time is taken into consider-
ation. The savings in design time are of great help to raise
productivity. The savings in time indicate that the efficiency
of the electrode design process can be improved by at least
70%, thus saving a large amount of time. The reduction of
time can lower the price of consumers and make them more
competitive in the market.

7 Conclusion

The process of uncut detection and electrode design takes up a
substantial amount of time in the design and manufacture
process of a plastic injection mold. In this research, an intelli-
gent CAD system has been developed to automate the pro-
cess. An innovative technique for detection of an uncut region
and generation of electrodes overcomes the major limitations
of existing methods. The innovation in our work is concluded
as follows.

A toolpath simulation method to detect uncut regions on
injection mold is proposed. This method can simulate the
toolpath and detect the uncut regions precisely without gener-
ating the toolpath actually. This toolpath simulation method

can also accurately detect and divide a single face into the
uncut region and machinable region and show all the uncut
segments to avoid missing any electrode design, instead of
identifying the whole face as either machinable face or uncut
face as in other methods, which is of great importance to
reduce reworking and is very welcome among the electrode
engineers. In this sense, the uncut region recognition is the
most precise in all the methods.

The process of uncut detection and electrode design is free
of human–computer interaction, thus saving a lot of time,
lowering production cost, and improving the quality of elec-
trode design. The saving in time costs obtained by the intelli-
gent CAD system can reach up to 73.5%, even to 91.8% when
only the manual time is taken into consideration.

However, there are still improvements to be achieved. The
future work can focus on the integration of CAD/CAM/
CAPP/CAI system of electrode design and manufacture.
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